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ASTRACT: RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is one of the most growing technologies in the field of ubiquitous computing. Unique and
automatic identification capabilities make RFID systems more prominent than its contended identification schemes. However, RFID systems
incorporate wireless channel so there are some allied security risks and apprehensions to the system from malicious adversaries. Numerous
ultralightweight authentication protocols have already been proposed to ensure the security of RFID systems in cost effective manner. In this
paper, we have performed cryptanalysis of two Ultralightweight Mutual Authentication Protocols (UMAPs): EMAP and R2AP. For EMAP,
we propose full disclosure attack and retrieve its concealed secret ID with success rate. For R2AP, we have identified simple traceability
and DoS attacks. In order to improve the functionalities of these protocols, we have also suggested some patches for their designs. The
performance analysis shows that the (proposed) additional patches in protocol designs do not incorporate intensive operators and
successfully conform within EPCC1G2 standard.
Index Terms— RFID, UMAPs, EMAP, R2AP, Cryptanalysis

I. INTRODUCTION
The last few years have seen the rapid developments and
diversifications of designs in the monarchy of pervasive
systems. Although, Barcode is leading identification scheme
of present era, however the RFID is rapidly capturing the
marketplace of barcode in many applications because of its
enormous features and functional haste. The RFID systems
have two dominant advantages over barcode scheme: unique
identification and automation. The barcode schemes mainly
identify only the type of the objects while the RFID systems
uniquely identify each object among its homogenous set
(objects). Moreover, the non-line of sight capability of RFID
systems automates the identification process. This automated
identification process saves time and resolves the issues of
long ques at the billing counters of grocery stores.
The RFID systems mainly comprise of three components:
tag, reader and backend database. A tag (electronic chip) acts
as transponder and attached to the objects which need to be
identified. The reader acts as interrogator and it interacts with
all such tags which enter in its vicinity. In addition to
querying, the reader also provides power to charge up the
passive tags. A backend database manages all the readers and
stores the data (information) of all associated readers and the
tags.
Since the RFID technology is pervasive, so the privacy and
security are the two important aspects which need more
attention while designing of such systems. Most of the
security and privacy concerns in RFID systems arise because
the use of wireless channel for interaction with the tags (which
is open for all types of adversaries). The RFID security is
becoming very important research area these days as
evidenced by the great number of research during last decade
(over 1000) [35]. The overall cost of the system has a
significant impact in selection and designing of
cryptographical solutions for such pervasive systems. From
theoretical perspective, it seems that the standard
cryptographical solutions (such as AES, ECC etc.) are better
approach to address the security issues of RFID systems.
However these typical solutions demand more resources in
terms of circuitry, memory and power consumption which
cannot be afforded by the low cost resources constraint

devices. Hence, a new field ultralightweight cryptography has
been introduced to ensure the security of low cost RFID tags
in recent years. Ultralightweight cryptography avoids the use
of costly operations and supports only simple T-functions and
some special purpose ultralightweight primitives for security.
After the official release of EPC Class – 1 Generation – 2
standard (targeting the passive low cost tags) [36], many
researchers started working on development of lightweight
cryptographical solutions to ensure the security and privacy of
EPC C1G2 passive tags. In 2003, Vajda et al. [37] proposed
the first lightweight security protocol for pervasive systems. In
2006, Peris Lopez et al. [3–5] formally laid down the
foundations of extremely lightweight cryptographical
solutions for passive low cost RFID systems. Although the
security protocols proposed by Peris et al. falls within the
scope of ultralightweight cryptography but Chien [1] formally
propose the name ultralightweight cryptography for extremely
lightweight cryptographical solutions. Afterwards many other
Ultralightweight Mutual Authentication Protocols (UMAPs)
[1-9, 25, 34] have been proposed but almost all protocols
proposed within the framework of EPC C1G2 fall short of the
security objectives. Most of the UMAPs are broken within one
year (after its introduction). There are two main reasons which
shorten the life span of an ultralightweight authentication
protocol: Incorporation of weak primitives (similar mistakes)
and poor security analysis model.
In this paper, we perform cryptanalysis of two state of the art
UMAPs: EMAP [3] and R2AP [5]. We use two-set
cryptanalysis to fully disclose secret ID of EMAP. For R2AP,
we highlight two simple but effective attacks (DoS and
Traceability) and challenge its security claims.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II details
the related work, followed by the description of EMAP and
R2AP Ultralightweight Mutual Authentication Protocols
(UMAPs) in section III. Section IV and Section V present the
cryptanalysis of the both UMAPs and patches for
improvement in UMAP designs respectively. Finally, section
VI concludes the paper.
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II. RELATED WORK
In 2006, Pedro et al. [2-4] proposed three Ultralightweight
Mutual Authentication Protocols (UMAP family): LMAP,
M2AP and EMAP to secure low cost RFID systems. All the
three protocols involve simple bitwise logical operations (such
as AND, XOR and OR operations) in their designs and avoid
traditional cryptographic primitives to reduce the cost of
overall cryptographic processor. The authors of UMAP family
protocols considered only simple cryptanalysis scenarios to
evaluate the security robustness of the protocols against
various attack models. Therefore in 2007, Tieyan Li et al. [21,
29, 33] highlighted the pitfalls of UMAP family protocols and
proposed multiple desynchronization and full disclosure
attacks. They also reported that the combinations of Tfunctions return another T-function and hence are
cryptographically insecure.
Chein [1] improved the designs of ultralightweight
protocols and introduced non-triangular primitives in UMAP
designs to avoid previously highlighted attacks. The author
proposed a new ultralightweight non-triangular primitive
―Rot‖ (hamming weight based cyclic left rotation function)
and presented a new UMAP to ensure Strong Authentication
and Strong Integrity (SASI) using Rotation function. However
after one year (2008) of SASI‘s introduction, it received many
attacks including desynchronization [11], traceability [13] and
full disclosure [10]. The highlighted attacks raised the
question mark on the security claims of the SASI protocol.
In 2008, Peris et al. [8] improved its previous work and
used Chein‘s concept of assimilation of non-triangular
primitives in UMAP designs. They introduced a new
ultralightweight primitive ―MixBits‖ and proposed a new
UMAP: GOASSMER. Although, the GOASSMER protocol
provides optimal security but authors have not clarified the
hardware requirements of the ―MixBits‖ operator. In 2009,
Zeeshan et al. [19] highlighted the weakness in the structure of
the GOASSMER protocol and proposed multiple Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks. The authors also suggested some
additional patches to make GAOSSMER protocol robust
against highlighted attacks.
Later David-Prasad [6], Yeh et al. [7] and RAPP [5]
protocols were also reported to be vulnerable against various
desynchronization, traceability, DoS and full disclosure
attacks.
In 2014, Zhuang et al. [34] proposed a Reconstruction based
ultralightweight authentication protocol: R2AP. The inclusion
of new non-triangular primitive (Reconstruction) makes
protocol more resistive against many of the previous full
disclosure and desynchronization attacks. However, in this
paper we have reported two attacks (traceability and DoS
attacks) on R2AP.
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In 2015, Umar Mujahid et al. [25] introduced a new hybrid
ultralightweight primitive (Recursive hash) and proposed a
security protocol to provide Robust Confidentiality, Integrity
and Authentication (RCIA). To the best of our knowledge, the
RCIA is the most robust and considerably secure UMAP as
compare to its contended protocols since none of the attack on
RCIA is highlighted to date. However authors have not
clarified whether the Recursive hash function falls within the
domain of ultralightweight class or not.
From literature presented above, we can observe that the most
of the UMAPs are broken within one year (after its
introduction). The main reason that shortens the life span of an
ultralightweight authentication protocol is that the most of the
authors/inventors carry forward the similar mistakes or
incorporate weak primitives while designing of UMAPs.
Hence the robust and comprehensive security analysis model
is the only way to improve UMAP designs.
III. ULTRALIGHTWEIGHT MUTUAL
AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOLS
In this section, we describe the basic working of two state of
the art UMAPs: EMAP and R2AP. The description of these
UMAPs is presented as follows:
A. EMAP
EMAP (Efficient Mutual Authentication Protocol) is one of
the pioneer proposals of the UMAP family. The working
principles, memory requirements and internal operations of
the protocol are quite similar to its preceding protocols [2 - 3].
However in EMAP, Pedro et al. [3] introduced the concept of
parity bit : which is defined as a vector built from the parity
bits of input (4-bit block). To reduce the computational cost of
the tag, EMAP doesn‘t use modular addition and supports
only
&
logical operations at the tag‘s side.
o
The Protocol
Figure-1 shows the basic working of the protocol. The
protocol mainly involves following steps:
 Step – 1
The reader initiates the protocol by transmitting the ―Hello‖
message to the tag.
 Step – 2
Upon receiving the reader‘s query, the tag responds with its
current
 Step – 3
The reader initially identifies the tag, if the reader successfully
found a match of
in its database:

Then the reader generates two pseudorandom
numbers
and conceals them within messages
and
in the following manner:
(1)
(2)
(3)
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Tag:
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𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝐾

Tag
{𝐼𝐷 𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝐾
𝐾 𝐾 𝐾}

Hello

Reader
{𝐼𝐷 𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝐾
𝐾 𝐾 𝐾}

𝐸

IDS
A||B||C
D||E
𝐴 𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝐾 𝑛
𝐵
𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝐾
𝑛
𝐶
𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝐾 𝑛
𝐷
𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝐾
𝑛
𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝑛 ⋁𝑛
𝐼𝐷 𝐾 𝐾



Step – 4
On receiving of
messages, the tag
performs following tasks:
 Extracts the pseudorandom number
from message :
(4)
 Uses
to compute a local value of message







(5)
Authenticates the reader as follows:
If
the reader is successfully authenticated
else
Protocol is aborted
end if
After successful authentication of the reader,
the tag extracts the pseudorandom number
from message
The tag then computes

messages:
(6)
(7)




𝐾

𝐾

Pseudonym and keys updating:
𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑛 𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑛
𝐼𝐷
𝐹𝑝 𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝐹𝑝 𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑛
𝐹𝑝 𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝐹𝑝 𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝐼𝐷
𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝐾
𝑛
𝐼𝐷
𝐹𝑝 𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝐾
𝑛
𝐹𝑝 𝐾
𝐹𝑝 𝐾
𝐼𝐷
Figure 1: EMAP Protocol
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Tag
Reader:
The tag updates its pseudonyms and Keys:
(8)

Step – 5
After receiving the
messages, the reader
computes the local version of the
messages:


Then the reader authenticates the tag in
following manner:
If
the tag is successfully authenticated
else
Protocol is aborted
end if
 On successful authentication of the tag, the
reader uses equations –
to update the
index – pseudonym
and keys in its
database for future correspondence with the
particular tag.
B. R2AP
Zhuang et al. [34] proposed Reconstruction based RFID
Authentication Protocol (R2AP) in 2014. The inclusion of
newly proposed Reconstruction function in protocol design
makes hamming weight
unpredictable and resolved many
security issues highlighted in previous UMAPs. The definition
of the Reconstruction function is as follows:
Assume and are two
bit strings:
{ }
{ }
Then Reconstruction of

with

Where
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

{

is:
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Hello
Reader
{𝐼𝐷 𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝐾 𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 }

Tag
{𝐼𝐷 𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 }

IDS
A, B
C
D, E

𝐴
𝐵
𝐶
𝐷
𝐸

𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝐾 𝐾
𝑅𝑜𝑡(𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝐾
𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝐾
𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝑛 𝐾
𝑅𝑜𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝐾

𝑛
𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑐
𝐾 𝑅𝑒𝑐
𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝐾
𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑐

𝐾 𝑛 ) 𝑅𝑜𝑡 𝑛 𝑛
𝑛 𝐾
𝐼𝐷
𝐾
𝑛
𝐾 𝑛
𝑅𝑜𝑡 𝑛 𝑛

Pseudonym updating (both reader and tag)
𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝐼𝐷𝑆 𝑛 𝐾
𝐾
𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝑛 𝑛
𝐾
𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝐾 𝑛 𝑛
𝐾
𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝐾 𝐾
𝑛
Figure 2: R2AP Protocol

Moreover, to overcome desynchronization attacks, they have
adopted denial of old
approach. In this approach, the
reader stores two copies of the tag‘s variables (old and new)
including
pseudorandom
numbers
while the tag
stores only current (updated) variables
.
Upon receiving of old
, the reader uses the previous values
to compute messages and hence get the same response from
tag (previous session) because they use same (previous)
pseudorandom numbers. Then the reader rejects the service
request of the tag and completes its remaining protocol session
to make the tag synchronized. So the next time, the tag will be
able to send the
.
o The Protocol
Figure 2 shows the basic working of the protocol. The
protocol mainly involves the following steps:
 Step – 1
The reader sends a hello message towards the tag to
initialize a new protocol session.
 Step – 2
Upon receiving of reader’s query, the tag responds
with its
.
 Step – 3
After receiving
the reader uses it as an index to
search for a matched entry in its database. If a match
does not occur then the reader terminate the protocol
session with the particular tag else the reader
performs following task:
 Generates a pseudorandom number
and
computes and messages:


(


(13)
(14)

)
Tag :

 Reader
Step – 4
On receiving of messages
, the tag performs
followings:
 Extracts pseudorandom number
from
message :


Computes the local value of message
(

:

)

 The tag authenticates the reader as
follows:
If
then the reader is authenticated
successfully
else
protocol is aborted
end if




The tag computes the message :

 Tag
Reader:
Step – 5
Obtaining message , the reader computes message
local value of message
:
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The reader authenticates the tag as follows:
If
then the reader is authenticated successfully
else
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protocol is aborted
end if

this weakness of EMAP and retrieve the concealed secrets. The
attack involves two stages:



Further the reader computes the messages
:




Reader
Tag:
The reader also updates the pseudonym
and keys
for future
correspondence with the tag:
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

Stage – 1: The main objective of stage – 1 is to derive the
pseudorandom
number
Initially,
an
adversary
impersonates as an reader and the tag further it also intercepts
communication messages
that are
exchanged between legitimate pair of reader and the tag. Now
as we know (from equation ) message,
where
and are publically known variables, the
attacker can disclose some of bits of
by using two set
approach [33] on the particular message. Specifically let be
the set of bit positions in which corresponding bit values in
are and similarly
be the set of bit positions in which
corresponding bit values in
are
Therefore, we have
]
{
} and
]
{ [
{ [
{
}. From equation
we can easily derive
the one half of the
{ }
[ ]
{ }
[ ] [ ]
Similarly, [ ] can be can be derived in the same way from
[̅̅̅]
equation , since [ ]
Now, for the computation of the remaining bits of
set), the adversary toggles the multiple bits of . This can
be done by sending the toggled messages
towards
the tag and records its response
, where
is toggled as
[ ]
[ ] [ ] and
[ ] [ ] . Since
is set as [ ]
the tag receives
, that is why it responds with
. At this stage, adversary has both the toggled and previous
(correct) values of message
and (previous session)),
where the results of will be quite different from actual . Let
and (toggled)
then if { }
, the toggle operation on
{ } also toggles
(therefore
too). Else if { }
, then toggle operation on { } does not change the
results. Hence bitwise comparison of
and
or in
other words
derive the bitwise { } as { }
[ ]} { }
[ ] } Finally, at this stage
{ [ ]
{ [ ]
we have the complete value of

Step – 6
Upon receiving of messages
the tag extracts
the pseudorandom number
from message and
computes the local value of message
:





The tag authenticates the reader as follows:
If
the
reader
is
authenticated
successfully
else
protocol is aborted
end if
After successful authentication of the reader
the tag uses equations
and
updates its pseudonym keys.

IV. CRYPTANALYSIS OF UMAPS
In this section, we perform cryptanalysis of the two
ultralightweight mutual authentication protocols (EMAP, and
R2AP) discussed in the section 3. We have proposed full
disclosure attacks on EMAP using two set approach. For
R2AP, we have identified two simple traceability and Denial
of Service (DoS) attacks. The proposed attacks are described
as follows:
A. Cryptanalysis of EMAP
Initially, Tieyan Li and Deng [33] proposed the first full
disclosure attack on EMAP which involves complex
mathematical computations and requires
authentication
sessions with four stages. We simplify their full disclosure
attack model and fully disclose the secrets (including
secret
) within only two stages of much easier mathematical
computations. Our proposed attack requires only two
authentication sessions with the tag with
success
probability.
o Attack Description
Since in EMAP, the tag is considered to be stateless, so we can
repeatedly inquire (run sessions) the tag as many times as
necessitate. The attack presented here takes the advantage of

Stage – 2: After successful computation of conjecture
pseudorandom number , the attacker inquires the tag one
more time to retrieve other secrets. Upon receiving of reader‘s
(attacker) query the tag responds with its
(see
equation ). The adversary can easily compute (key) :
(20)
The adversary uses the value of
substitute in equation to compute

from equation

and

(21)
Similarly by substituting the value of
computes the

in equation

(22)
Here for simplicity, we have equated XOR and OR operations,
since both operations give identical results with
probability.
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further computes the

and

(23)
For computation of
, again we use two set approach and by
bitwise comparison of (but now toggling should start from
LSB) derives
Finally, substituting all the conjecture secrets in equation
(section-3) computes the secret
of the tag:
(24)
The overall success probability of the attack is
,
(which can be improved further by trade – off between success
rate and computation time).

Hello
Antagonist

o Denial of Service attack (DoS)
In this attack, the adversary sends the ―Hello‖ message
towards the tag and the tag responds with its
. Then
attacker randomly generates and sends the messages and .
The tag extracts from message
and computes message
to check the correctness of messages. This involves XOR,
rotation and reconstructions operations; which incorporates
(ALU) excessive computation and registers to store the
intermediate values. Now the adversary engages the tag in this
computation by repeatedly (with high frequency) sending the
random messages to exhaust the tag as shown in the following
fig.7. This will finally lead towards the denial of service attack
since the tag cannot then communicate with the valid reader
during this attack.
This attack can also be extended to exhaust the valid reader as
well. In that scenario, attacker pretends to be a valid tag and
sends random string of
with high frequency. On receiving
of invalid ‗
‘, the reader will keep on requesting for the
older
values. And because of high frequency, it will not
able to communicate with the valid tags. The concept of the
attack is shown in the following fig.8.

IDS

Tag

A, B (Random)

B. Cryptanalysis of R2AP Protocol
For R2AP, we have identified two attacks: Traceability and
DoS attack. The detailed description of both attacks is as
follows:
o Traceability attack
Although the R2AP protocol avoids many existing
adversarial attacks but the alternative approach for avoidance
of desynchronization attacks enforces the both parties (reader
and tag) to compute the previously transmitted messages
repeatedly. The repetition of same messages opens the
horizons for several traceability, replay and Denial of Service
(DoS) attacks. For example, if an adversary blocks the
messages and then the reader updates its pseudonym and
keys while the tag keeps the previous values of its pseudonym
and keys. Hence by repeatedly blocking and messages, the
adversary can easily identify and track the movement of the
tag (because each time the adversary will get the same
messages
and ). The only way to avoid such
traceability attacks is to have new pseudorandom number for
each new authentication session (The inclusion of new
pseudorandom numbers ensures the freshness and anonymity
of the messages).
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The presented attack scenario is applicable to almost all of the
previously proposed UMAPs [1-9,25, 38].

Figure 7: DoS attack towards Tag

Hello

Reader

IDS
Random
Resend IDS

Antagonist

Figure 8: DoS attack towards the reader

V. PATCHES FOR UMAPS
Most of the UMAP developers assume that the avoidance of
memory exhaustive DoS attacks is beyond the scope and
capabilities of UMAPs. However we can avoid such memory
exhaustive DoS attacks by integrating a simple message
counter on both sides (reader and the tag). For example in
R2AP protocol, the counter based methodology works as
follows (assuming that the both parties (reader and the tag)
store the values of previous pseudonym and keys):
Two message counters
are implanted at the reader
and the tag side respectively. The counter
is basically
associated to each particular tag associated with RFID system.
After sending ―Hello‖ message towards the tag, the reader
increments the counter
. Upon receiving reader‘s
query, the tag responds with its current
and increments the
counter
. Now after identifying the tag‘s
, the
reader computes and transmits messages
towards the tag.
The reader also increments the counter,
. Further on
successful authentication of the reader, the tag computes and
transmits the message towards the reader. On receiving of
message the reader computes and transmits messages D and
E. The tag also increment the counter,
. The tag also
resets the counter,
. The threshold values for both
counters are set to
and
and if the counter
exceeds its threshold value then the associated device (reader
or tag) detects the presence of adversary (DoS attack) and will
stop functionality for some particular time. The assigned
threshold values for the counters
and
allow
only one interruption during the authentication session.
Let‘s exemplify the statement with the assumption of
interruption of messages
. If the tag doesn‘t receive the
messages
, it will not update its pseudonym and keys
while the tag will update its local variables (assuming that
reader has received message ). The tag will not reset the
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counter (associated with the particular reader) and next time
if the same reader interacts with the same tag then counter,
will start from the same value. Now we assume that if the same
reader interacts with the same tag then after sending the
―Hello‖ message, if the reader receives such
which is not
present in the database then it will not increment any counter.
The reader will send another ―Hello‖ message towards the tag
and if it receives the old
value then it increments the
counter
. The tag also increments counter
. After
sending the messages , the reader further increments the
counter
. The tag also resets the counter
and
sends the message
towards the reader. Now next time, if
an adversary tries to block message
then this will be
detected and both devices will stop their functionalities for
some particular time.
Moreover the traceability attacks can only be avoided if the tag
and the reader both stores the two copies of the IDS and Keys .
For each new authentication session, the reader and the tag can
communicate with new pseudonyms and keys (because of
inclusion of new pseudo random number each time).
For improvement in EMAP and SASI protocol, we have to
rephrase all the equation and involve some better non –
triangular functions such as Recursive hash, MixBits and
Reconstruction etc.
The proposed patches don‘t involve intensive computational
operations and either use only protocol defined operators and
4-bit counter. Hence the protocols fall well within
ultralightweight class.
VI. CONCLUSION
Security and privacy are two major concerns of RFID base
identification systems, which are associated tag‘s cost. Because
of limited computational capabilities only T-function based
UMAPs can be used to ensure the security of such low cost
systems. In this paper we have cryptanalyzed two UMAPs:
EMAP, and R2AP protocols. For EMAP protocol, we have
presented a full disclosure attack, which requires only two
authentication session to fully disclose the secret ID. The
Success probability of the attack is
For R2AP, we took
advantage of its poor structure design and proposed traceability
and DoS attack on the protocol. Finally, we suggested some
patches to avoid the all possible attacks including proposed
ones.
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